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Manufactured to comply with the requirements of EN1304 European Standard for Clay Roof Tiles
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For more information on the Biber Tile or to order a sample call us on 01430 432667

CREST BIBER 18-38 CLAY TILES

Biber  18/38 plain clay tile 
Bullnose? Scallop? Beavertail? Our ‘Biber’ tiles are based on the 
classic circular shaped clay tiles reflecting one of the oldest styles of 
roofing. Whether used as an ornamental tile to highlight a smaller roof 
area or across a full roofscape these tiles look stunning.

Crest ‘Biber’ tiles offer a wide scope in the design of traditional and 
contemporary builds. Manufactured by Nelskamp from high quality 
Westerwald clay, these tiles exceed European standards for water-
proofing and breathablility, they also have a low water absorption of 
below 3% and their extreme resistance to frost ensures the long life of 
these superb quality tiles.

The Biber 18/38 is yet another example from our clay tile portfolio that 
are proving to be an inspired choice when used with both modern and 
traditional styles of architecture as well as in renovation works.

Length   380mm
Width   180mm
Variable Gauge  145 - 165mm
Cov’ Width (mm)   280 ± 2.0
Min’ roof pitch*   20º  
No. of tiles per m2  36
Weight per tile   2.0 kg
Weight per m2 (min.)  72 kg
Battens per m2 (min)  6.0 - 6.8 
Batten size (mm)  50 x 25
Tile Nails  40mm

Biber 18/38  Technical data

The Biber fittings, ridges and special tiles
We have a wide range of fittings available including those below

Standard Ridge tile Starter Ridge tile End Ridge tile

Hip Starter tile
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1017

Biber  in Heritage Black (203)Biber in Natural Red (201)

Ridge-Hip Junction tile

Crest Biber tiles in Heritage Black work really well with our S9 plain clay tiles

The Biber tile is currently available in these colours


